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Intellectual Property Protection –
Common Interest for All Players
In our joint initiative LeaderSHIP 2015, better protection
of intellectual property rights in the shipbuilding sector
was identified as a key element in our efforts to secure a
prosperous and long-term future for European shipyards.
The area of intellectual property rights is of particular
importance for the shipbuilding sector given that the
international reputation and unrivalled expertise of
Europe’s shipbuilders depend primarily upon their ability
to develop and offer highly innovative and technologically complex products. I am,
therefore, particularly pleased that the European shipbuilding industry itself has
taken with the GuardSHIP initiative, decisive action and once again demonstrated its
ability, collectively at the European level, to come up with new ways of solving complex
problems.
I am confident that the companies will greatly benefit from the services developed under
GuardSHIP and can assure the shipbuilding community that the European Commission
fully supports your endeavours to protect your industry from the unauthorised use of
the intellectual property which is developed as the result of your significant investments
in research and technological development and your innovative capacity and is so crucial
to your long-term prosperity.

Vice-President Günter Verheugen, EU Commissioner for Enterprise and Industry

For centuries, innovation in maritime technologies has created new
opportunities. Larger ships, more efficient, safer and more environment
friendly solutions have opened new markets and generated enormous
economy of scale. Innovation is not only the key to competitiveness for high
tech shipbuilding manufacturers but has also brought prosperity to the entire
maritime sector.
To sustain the innovation process, intellectual property (IP) protection is a
must because it is a precondition to ensure the reward to the creator and the
financial means to create.
IP is not reflected in the balance sheets of companies. However, it is the
most valuable asset of many technology leaders. It is property which belongs
to its creator and has its value. Hence, IP infringement is nothing but
theft. In simple terms, innovation is investment in IP. The development
and introduction of innovation is a costly and risky business. Therefore,
for creators return on investment is essential. Without financial incentive
and respect to the creator, it will only slow down the innovation process,
encourage the “free-riders” and, consequently jeopardise the technological
progress of maritime industries.
Outstanding engineers constantly develop new solutions. They are discussed
with colleagues, presented at conferences and exchanged with business
partners. While focusing on the technology development, the commercial
implications are not taken into account – to the benefit of the information
recipients. The maritime sector has a tradition of carelessness when it comes
to IP protection.
Contract clauses on IP are rarely aspect of heavy negotiations. Often,
companies or their employees are publicising their inventions before filing
any patent. Moreover, many companies are afraid of standing up for their
rights either for sensitive business relation reasons or for cost reasons. They
choose to “live with it”.
To challenge such mind-set, the European shipbuilding industry has decided
to build GuardSHIP, an IP collective management organisation, to “close the
ranks” in a joint and proactive battle against knowledge leakage and IPR
infringement.

GuardSHIP
GuardSHIP is a European shipbuilding intellectual property
(IP) collective management organisation. It is designed to
provide practical and cost efficient services to shipyards and
related companies, with the purpose of:
"" Providing comprehensive shipbuilding dedicated
expertise related intellectual property protection
"" Safeguarding the knowledge assets and the
intellectual property of innovative shipyards and
related companies
"" Raising awareness and promoting respect for the
economic and legal interests of European shipbuilding
innovations
"" Analysing and addressing issues directly linked
with the shipbuilding specific knowledge leakage
problems
"" Activating concrete support by policy makers
and cooperating with the relevant international
organisations and authorities
"" Promoting shipbuilding technology transfer in a
controlled manner at mutually agreed terms and
conditions
The GuardSHIP services are provided by a small in-house team
of experts, with a strong industry backing. Its competence
is based on an intensive and regular exchange with experts
from major shipbuilding and related companies. In addition,
GuardSHIP sources complementing expertise through a close
network of specialised companies active in IPR relevant
areas such as international law firms, patent offices and
software houses.

Effective & Cost Efficient

Shipbuilding Intellectual Property
Protection Handbook
The GuardSHIP Shipbuilding IP Protection Handbook focuses
on providing practical guidance for the daily work in different
shipyard departments.
It contains two parts. Part one explains the concept of
IP rights, the various protection tools and the potential
risks that shipbuilding manufacturers are facing. Part two
goes through the knowledge management process of a
company and gives practical advice on what to do in a given
situation.
The Handbook is subject to regular supplements on a
half year basis. These will include guidelines for more
shipyard departments (the first edition focuses on sales and
marketing), standard IP/confidentiality terms and conditions
with various business partners (the first edition includes
terms and conditions with classification societies), as well
as a description of actual cases.

Practical Guide
for the Daily Work

Company Policy
on Intellectual Property
Companies which recognise the value of their IP and are
prepared to dedicate time and resources to protect their
knowledge assets as part of their business strategy can
increase their competitiveness and sustain a leading role
within their particular field of excellence.
Thus, it is important to raise the awareness in the company
at all levels on the value and importance of IP. IP protection
should be a priority of the top management.
The starting point to enhancing the level of protection is
the development and communication of a distinct company
policy. The top management must provide clear directions
and ensure proper implementation through communication
and training.
GuardSHIP offers tailor-made services to assist companies
in developing their specific company IP policy including
clear guidelines for all employees (incl. freelance work
contractors). Such a policy may also encompass IP strategies
for external purposes, and setting up a company knowledge
management system.

Comprehensive Measures to
Prevent Knowledge Leakage

Active support
to counteract infringements
When an infringement is detected, legal action is unavoidable.
However, legal means are also costly, time consuming and
contain significant risks. Therefore, companies often decide
to refrain from consequently pursuing all legal means.
GuardSHIP offers assistance to counteract infringements
by utilising public and government relation means. It
will take care of addressing unfair business practices via
relevant authorities and media with the aim to convince the
infringing parties to discuss settlement agreements. When
the infringement takes place in a third country, GuardSHIP
could assist in initiating official dialogues and cooperation
with local governmental and enforcement bodies.
Only decisive counteraction will create a business
environment in which potential imitators must fear
consequences. Even if no settlement agreement appears to
be realistic, no detected infringement should be accepted
without appropriate counteraction.
Furthermore, GuardSHIP can play a role when dealing with
sensitive client relations, in which the yard does not wish
to appear directly with an aggressive position. For instance,
during a tender process the client could be advised that
GuardSHIP has been empowered to enforce IPR independently
from the yard.

Decisive Counteraction
on Infringement Cases

Intellectual Property Rights
Brokerage
IP protection is not about stopping information exchange
and technology transfer. GuardSHIP wants to support and
promote shipbuilding technology transfer but at agreed
terms and conditions not by means of theft.
Companies in the shipbuilding industry are constantly
investing in new solutions part of which might have been
kept as business secret and some other part might have
been registered as patents or other type of IP rights (e.g.
design, utility model). Some of these innovation results
after facilitating a few projects have been put aside. Some
might never be used for various reasons. Companies which
are holding these unused IP rights could consider licensing or
selling them to other players in the market. Many companies
do not pursue such opportunities due to lack of man power,
in which case GuardSHIP is available to serve as a brokerage
actively looking for potential licensees or buyers.
Also, companies interested in acquiring certain
technologies can seek GuardSHIP support to broker an
appropriate transaction in mutual interest. Being active
at the international level (see International Cooperation),
GuardSHIP is well positioned to conduct such services in
combination with its international cooperation activities.

Transfer of Technology at
Agreed Terms & Conditions

International Cooperation
The objectives of GuardSHIP are focused on Europe but, in
fact, do apply globally. Therefore, GuardSHIP aims at strong
international recognition, facilitated by formal cooperation
agreement with international partner organisations.
Supported by the European Commission and CESA (Community
of European Shipbuilders’ Associations), GuardSHIP has access
to participate in and/or influence on bilateral/multilateral
IP right protection cooperation programmes, international
shipbuilding forums or other relevant international
dialogues.
In such context, GuardSHIP will promote shipbuilding IP
protection cooperation agreements with third countries
aiming at creating win-win solutions: help companies to
obtain concrete support from the relevant authorities to
handle infringement disputes as well as to help third parties
to get access to shipbuilding technology by promoting
technology transfer via IP brokerage activities.

Fostering Partnership

GuardSHIP Label
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Any company in the shipbuilding industry would be able to
obtain a GuardSHIP label if it is committed to respecting and
safeguarding shipbuilding IP rights and knowledge assets and
act in line with the specific GuardSHIP guidelines.
The GuardSHIP label would also serve as a good marketing
tool for companies which want to distinguish themselves
as innovative, “IPR infringement–free” and reliable market
players.

Intellectual Property Collective
Management Organisation
Collective management of IP rights is frequently applied in
other sectors. The key element is monitoring and enforcement
of IP rights by an organisation acting in the interest and on
behalf of the owners of rights.
The original rationale behind this concept is that:
"" A right owner has to focus on his core business and
does not have the resources to monitor all uses of
his works.
"" It is not practical for a user to seek specific permission
from every right owner for the use of every work.
The advantages of joining a CMO are:
"" It has a collective political influence on legal,
enforcement and government relations.
"" Individuals (individual companies) can avoid
unnecessary and awkward exposure by positioning
themselves through CMOs on anti-piracy issues.
"" Individuals (individual companies) can benefit
from the best practices of other participants’ past
experience and knowledge.
"" It is practical and cost efficient for smaller
companies to safeguard their IP rights, especially in
third countries.

Close the Ranks

Effective action requires collective efforts from the entire
industry. GuardSHIP is the first ever shipbuilding IP collective
management organisation. It aims at creating joint forces and
establishing unique IP protection expertise that understands
the sector specific requirements.

For more information, please contact:
Ms. Jing SHEN
GuardSHIP
c/o Community of European Shipyards’ Associations

Rue Marie de Bourgogne 52-54
1000 Brussels - Belgium

Tel +32 2 230 27 91
Fax +32 2 230 43 32

guardship@cesa.eu
www.guardship.eu
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